Y. W. C. A. Hopes To Enlarge the Scope of Work.

A question that is receiving very careful attention in the Y. W. C. A. is the advisability of having a general secretary. Miss Paxson and the members of the executive committee have had the matter under consideration, and on Saturday a mass meeting of the members will be held in order to discuss it. Monday there will be a joint meeting of advisory committee and cabinet, at which time a decision will毫无疑问 be made.

"The work of a general secretary," said Miss Paxson, "would be no work take away the duties of the members that are being so well performed by them now. The association is in an excellent shape, but there are many things that the girls cannot do without the help of an executive. And we don't want the girls to be compelled to spend all their time on the association. It is for this reason that an executive is needed.

"The matter is under discussion," said Miss Paxson, "and it is expected that a decision will be made on Monday. The decision hinges on ways and means. The association now raises about $100 and we shall need to increase the budget to $700 in order to meet the added expenses." The question is, "Can we raise this amount, and how?"

SOCIETY PROGRAMME.

Dec. 6, 9:30 p.m.

Reading - Robert St. Clair "The Commercial Treaty should be Determined except that a General Secretaries must be Encouraged" - Affirmative - Miss E. S. Andrews, Negative - Miss Edna O'Shea, Declamation - Cella L. Beaudoin.

PROF. AND MRS. PLUM AT HOME AFTER JANUARY.

The marriage of Prof. H. G. Plum and Miss Mayz Plum in Illington was announced briefly in the Iowa the day after it occurred. The date was Nov. 17, and the ceremony was held in Kingston, N. Y., the home of the bride. The ceremony was performed by Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Plum then left for this city at once, and will be at home to their friends at 222 Reynolds street after January 1.

JOHN GRIFFITH AS RICHARD III.

John Griffith's appearance as Richard III at the opera house last night was not as well attended as it deserved to be.apparent, rather than quickly intense setting was needed. In the title role he was by all odds the star of the company. This may be due to the fact that the same role was played here only a short time ago by Mr. Griffith, and most Iowa City's lovers of such plays as Richard III saw Mantell. Griffith's work is a dream of King Henry VI. He was by all odds the star of the company. This may be due to the fact that there was no support of fair. Yet Claudius Foher, as King Henry VI, and William Lloyd, as the Earl of Richmond and the Duke of Buckingham, should be mentioned for their splendid acting. The stage settings were good, and the electric lighting fairly so. As a whole, the attraction does not profit by comparison with Richard III, with Mantell taking the title role. Yet at many times during the evening Griffith displayed considerable talent for Shakespeare. Griffith's appearance as Richard III at the opera house last night was not as well attended as it deserved to be.

The Engineers' society has made several changes in its constitution under which it is hoped to place the society on a par with the college it represents. The changes provide for the division of the society into four sections, representing the four departments of the college, each to hold meetings as they choose, and then to constitute a general society, which shall meet monthly. Under this plan it is hoped the student will get more of the techniques of his particular subject and that the society as a whole will receive benefit.
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HESPENIAN PROGRAMME.

Dec. 6, 9:30 p.m.

Reading - "A Critical Scheme" - Missy Morton.

Reading - "A Talk" - Elizabeth Ogden.

Reading - "The President Roosevelt's idea upon the subject of reorganization of football in American colleges should be encouraged" - Affirmative - Miss Heflingdon, Negative - Lenney Kennedy.

Debating - "The Federal Government should be encouraged to take a stronger part in educational questions" - Affirmative - Mrs. Fritzel and Davis Negative - Ottlin and Powell.

PROF. AND MRS. PLUM AT HOME AFTER JANUARY.

The marriage of Prof. H. G. Plum and Miss Mayz Plum in Illington was announced briefly in the Iowa the day after it occurred. The date was Nov. 17, and the ceremony was held in Kingston, N. Y., the home of the bride. The ceremony was performed by Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Plum then left for this city at once, and will be at home to their friends at 222 Reynolds street after January 1.

JOHN GRIFFITH AS RICHARD III.

John Griffith's appearance as Richard III at the opera house last night was not as well attended as it deserved to be. It was doubtless because the weather was unfavorable. Griffith's work is a dream of King Henry VI. He was by all odds the star of the company. This may be due to the fact that there was no support of fair. Yet Claudius Foher, as King Henry VI, and William Lloyd, as the Earl of Richmond and the Duke of Buckingham, should be mentioned for their splendid acting. The stage settings were good, and the electric lighting fairly so. As a whole, the attraction does not profit by comparison with Richard III, with Mantell taking the title role. Yet at many times during the evening Griffith displayed considerable talent for Shakespeare. Griffith's appearance as Richard III at the opera house last night was not as well attended as it deserved to be.

The Engineers' society has made several changes in its constitution under which it is hoped to place the society on a par with the college it represents. The changes provide for the division of the society into four sections, representing the four departments of the college, each to hold meetings as they choose, and then to constitute a general society, which shall meet monthly. Under this plan it is hoped the student will get more of the techniques of his particular subject and that the society as a whole will receive benefit.

NOTHING KNOWN HERE ABOUT DEBATING CHALLENGE FROM NORMAL.

The following appeared in the Register and Leader this morning: "Cedar Falls, Dec. 7.—The debating league of Iowa State Normal school today forwarded a challenge to the debating league of the State University of Iowa for a joint debate. The general secretaries of the two schools made an agreement for such a challenge, but the special committee is still to be formed. A decision will doubtless be reached in a few days, perhaps Saturday."

Debating League of Iowa Normal School.

Affirmative - Clark, Rinker. Negative - Shiel, Williams.

Lecturers Brought to Graduates Club.

The executive committee of the Graduate club, at a recent meeting, decided to enter into correspondence for the purpose of getting two or three prominent lecturers to come here soon. The purpose of the club is to bring graduate students into contact with one another, and in other ways to promote the interests of the Graduate college.

Dr. O'Shea will be Here.

Prof. M. V. O'Shea of the department of education at Wisconsin university, has been obtained to give some addresses here during the early part of January. O'Shea is one of the leading men in educational circles.

Graduate Club to Have Social.

The Graduate club will give a social at the home of Dean and Mrs. Wyld next week. The date has not been announced.

What did the deacon say when you sent him the brand new pair of shoes? He said he didn't care so much for the peaches as it was in spirit in which they were sent.

Wisconsin's football season was very successful this year. Full financial point of view, the receipts from the various games amounted to something over $12,000.

Taking Its Rightful Place.

Iowa University, says Miss Paxson, is getting an equipment comparable to other great institutions.

"I have felt that Iowa university has not been recognized as it should be in the West," said Miss Paxson. "Iowa has been a strong people who have had personal recognition, but the institution has been in the background."

Miss Paxson has visited nearly all the larger institutions in the country and has visited the universities as one of the four national student secretaries of the Y. W. C. A., and has been almost altogether with state universities.

The university secretary, Miss Paxson spent a week in Moody Bible Institute. She was then state secretary of the Y. W. C. A. for Iowa for three years, after which time she returned upon her present work, which was three years ago.

She is enthusiastic about association work. She is the only religious organization in the country and being entirely voluntary. She is thoroughly interested, and lends herself heartily to the movement. Miss Paxson spent a week in Moody Bible Institute. She was then state secretary of the Y. W. C. A. for Iowa for three years, after which time she returned upon her present work, which was three years ago.

She is enthusiastic about association work. She is the only religious organization in the country and being entirely voluntary. She is thoroughly interested, and lends herself heartily to the movement.

Dr. O'Shea will be here.

Prof. M. V. O'Shea of the Department of Education at Wisconsin University, has been obtained to give some addresses here during the early part of January. O'Shea is one of the leading men in educational circles.

Graduate club to have social.

The Graduate club will give a social at the home of Dean and Mrs. Wyld next week. The date has not been announced.

What did the deacon say when you sent him the brand new pair of shoes? He said he didn't care so much for the peaches as it was in spirit in which they were sent.

Wisconsin's football season was very successful this year. Full financial point of view, the receipts from the various games amounted to something over $12,000.
Reforming Football.

(Daily Republican.)

We would rather have a boy with spirit about his arm, his foot in a sling, his head in a bandage and with grit in his face, than one that gets pale when his nose bleeds and runs from a scrimmage.

What football needs is a little more honesty in management and a few less sons in generosity on the part of the student body. Good manners and common courtesy are needed. The prize ring can give football people and some other student leaders in good manners. There can be improvements made along these lines without doing away with the game, but to reform the game, that is quite another thing.

Football is a bad, just as hoopskirts were forty years ago; as the Grecian bend was a little later, and just as flowing trouser legs have been during the past summer. It will go in time as did the hoopskirt, as did the Grecian bent, but it will never be reformed.

College and the Man.

He went away to college.

With a splendid retina; He took his charger with him. And, of course, his valet, too. He was a private tutor.

And at last triumphantly

Turned to leave his alma mater

With a bachelor's degree.

After trying architecture

He began to study law;

Next he turned to engineering.

Then he saw—oh thought he saw—

That the thing for him was banking;

But he quit, ere many days,

To encounter dismal failure

In a dozen other ways.

There are people who will argue

That his failure must be ascribed

To his college education

And the knowledge he imbibed;

But I rather think he'd hardly

Have some pride conquering,

With his limited equipment,

If he'd never known a thing.

—Chicago Record-Herald.

Student Will Invoke Law.

Young man attending Cornell college will seek reinstatement in courts.

Mr. Vernon, Iowa, Nov, 22.—An appeal to his love is likely to be a new factor in the strained situation in Cornell college, as a result of which several students have been sent home under sentence of indefinite suspension. Eli Stimson, of Red Oak, who is one of the students to fall under the faculty ban, is preparing to bring an action for an injunction to prevent his disbarment from college.

The present difficulty has arisen from a series of class scrapes, which have served to color the life of the college during the last few weeks. Seven students are in all have been suspended, and there are rumors that this number will be added to within the next few days or weeks.

Juniors.

All individual pictures for '91 Annual should be in before Christmas. The pictures can be left at the Hawk eye office, room 5, basement of Liberty building, or with any department manager.

H. W. Barnes,
Editor in Chief.

In a recent issue of the Illinois we notice a mention of Prof. H. A. Hollister, high school visitor for Illinois university, Mr. Hollister is a graduate of Iowa, '88, and a master's degree man, '96.
Gloves For Men
Our new kid gloves for men are the best to be had to sell, from $1.00 to $2.00 a pair. Made from excellent materials, stitched so as to make ripping difficult. The sizes are accurate and perfect fit assured.

Reliable Footwear
Unsurpassed in QUALITY, VARIETY and very reasonable prices at  

MORTON'S SHOE STORE
Corner Clinton and Washington Sts., Iowa City, Iowa.

ROY OWENS
ALBERT GRAHAM
C. O. D. Steam Laundry

The way we fix a shirt front is the way you want it fixed. We polish it up like a plate glass, or we give it a domestic finish.

A PERFECT FIT
Not the kind that distorts your midnight slumber, but the kind that's yours in waking hours.

A PERFECT CLOTHES FIT if garments are made to your measure by the Chicago Tailoring Co. Agency with W. L. SIMS, Law '06 St. James Hotel.
See our samples

Furniture that furnishes, beautifies and decorates your rooms. Of graceful and artistic design, and at the same time comfortable, durable and lasting, such is the kind that Murphy keeps, and just now has a very select line elegantly furnished and upholstered.

E. D. MURPHY,
Furniture and Undertaking, South Clinton St.

Personal, Local and General

Miss Laddon has been entertaining her father and mother and brother.

He who says nothing is never misquoted.

Solitude is a place where they never advertise.

Purty Rinker, law, '98, visited friends on the West Side yesterday.

Miss Marguerite Moore, L. A. '98, has pledged to Phi Pi.

The College Inn will entertain the first football squad at an oyster supper at that place next Monday.

Professor Baulchmore speaks at Baldwin this evening. This assures a strong lecture.

Professor Morden went this morning to Stuart, Iowa, where he lectures to the high school this afternoon and to the public in the evening.

The class in surveying were running cross levels yesterday on the north half of the athletic field, where it is rumored a skating rink is to be constructed.

Ivan E. Walter, L. A. '98, is in charge of the biology work in Upsala college at Knokville, New Jersey. His work this year has been very successful.

In the glorious, golden autumn lovely woman buys a frock, and the frost is on the wallet, and the neighbors get ashock.

With apologies to James W. Riley.

Mrs. A. W. Starbuck, wife of Dr. Starbuck, formerly connected with the Dental department, and Miss Maude Hostetter, broke through the ice near Genesea, Iowa, while out skating. Neither seemed the worse for the accident.

The man with the habit Of eating Welsh rabbit. Is often times filled with despair, To find that the meat Is mixed more or less With an Irish-American hair.

It was a sad blow to Grinnell's uthman plowship aspirations, but there was no doubt as to the superiority of the Iowa team. The showing made by R. U. L. against Drake and Ames both clearly demonstrated the fact that the Old Gold outclassed all Iowa teams.—Scarlet & Black.

Ora Morey, captain of the Beloit college baseball team and crack pitcher, drowned yesterday afternoon while skating on the Rock river near that city. Mr. Morey was president of the junior class, a member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity and captain of the baseball team. He was nearly 25 years old.—Daily Cardinal.

Ohio Wesleyan and Western Reserve have selected as a subject for their annual debate, "Resolved, That Congress delegate to the people the power to regulate and determine railway rates to a comensation or bonus, the decision of which shall be of their own force effective."

Miss Hattie Rich, now of Council Bluffs, is in town for a few days. Miss Rich is a graduate of the Home op training school '95, and now holds a responsible position in one of the hospitals in Council Bluffs.

In view of the recent actions taken against football in the East, it might be interesting to note that Princeton has taken the affirmative of the question, "Resolved, That intercollegiate football in America is a detriment rather than a benefit." Harvard and Princeton will meet on December 15 and decide it out.

St. James Barber shop, 109 Iowa ave.

See Noteux & Zeichamell for college style and city style tailoring.

President G. Stanley Hall of Clark University, is not in favor of the present system of college entrance examinations. He believes they are entirely too difficult. "The tendency is to standardize knowledge, so that it is like baked hay," he said. "Colleges ought to be open to everyone who can profit by the privilege. That a man has read the Bible in English is a sufficient entrance examination."

This is not unlike an idea expressed by President Hadley of Yale several years ago, to the effect that after all it was the "intellect" or "soul" of a college quite as much as the curriculum that counted in the education of a young man, and hence examinations were useless.—Volante.

C. O. D. Steam Laundry

This evenin' we're in the mood for a good show. Bring your kids in and see the latest motion picture. It's a real treat.
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